Absmrcf-Resource allocation involves deciding bow to diride a resource of Limited availability across multiple demands in a way that optimizes current objectives (e.g., allocating a processor's wmputing resources to the demand presented by tasks in order to maximize task completion throughput). In "distributed" resource allocation there are multiple resource types each of which can be subdivided, but then each can only be allocated to a subset of the demands (e.g., in a multiprocessor system where each processor can only process certain task types). In this paper we focus on one type of cooperative resource allocation problem where via an imperfect cornmunication network multiple processors can share the workload pnsented by multiple task types. We introduce asynchronous "cooperative" pesource allocation strategies, and show that they lead to the cumulative demand being bounded by a constant. We demonstrate via simulations when they might he superior to one noncooperative strategy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Resource allocation has played an important role in the solution of a large variety of engineering problems. For example, suppose that we have a ''processor" (e.g., a microprocessor, pump, or machine in a manufacturing system) that can process multiple task types (e.g., jobs, fluids, or parts). Tasks arrive at the processor, are stored in "buffers" and there is a scheduler (controller, resource allocator) that decides which task the processor should process next in order to maximize "throughput" and hence minimize the buffer levels and wait times to get processed. In this case the "resource" being allocated is the processing capability of the processor and the resource allocation amounts to choosing the percentage of the processor's time dedicated to each task type. In some applications, due to processor physical separation, sensing limitations, or communication constraints there is a need for "cooperative" scheduling for resource allocation. In this case there may he tasks arriving at buffers, each of which is only accessible to one of many processors. A "local" scheduler then manages each processing resource so that the overall throughput of the multiprocessor system is maximized.
In this paper we focus on the case where each buffer in such a system is accessible to more than one processor.
To study the key challenge in this case, we focus on the "overlap" in processing responsibilities and (for now) ignore the impact of other demands on the processors. Hence, we study the problem shown in Figure l(a) . In this "cooperative buffers that the A l processors are responsible for. The goal of the cooperative scheduler is to allocate the AJ processors to N buffers to maximize throughput. We will assume that each processor can only process one task type at a time and that to switch processing to another task type it incurs a random but bounded delay. We will consider the case where the information needed by the processors in order to make decisions about the task type to process next is either held by one processor all the time or passed along the network to any processor, but where the communication network can have random hut bounded delays and can be asynchronous (see below for more discussion and Figure le) ),
Resource allocation has been studied in the area of flexible manufacturing systems (FMS). In [l] , a resource allocation problem is considered in flexible manufacturing systems where several types of scheduling policies are studied. Several part types anive at various machines. Strategies are designed for the machines to ensure that the cumulative production of each part type is hounded by a constant. In [7] , Lu and Kumar prove stability for a class of policies whose aims are to optimize the performance of the FMS with respect to criteria such as the mean and variance of the total delay incurred in processing a part (other related work can be found in [SI). In [9] , Humes introduces the use of "regulators" (devices which control the rates of part flows throughout an FMS) to stabilize general nonacyclic FMS, and in [IO], Perkins, Humes, and Kumar explain how to generate buffer bounds in a completely regulated FMS (i.e., one that has regulators directly before each machine buffer input).
The bounded delay element is essentially the discrete-time version of the bounded delay in [ll] . In [12] can work together to service a set of pari types at the same point in the system in the sense that we will consider it here (e.g., via two or more processors processing in parallel task types from different buffers as in Figure I@) ).
In more recent manufacturing system scheduling work an approach is considered in [13] to allocate heterogeneous resources (people) in the new product development process (NPD). Although most of the problems are based on the minimization of buffer levels in the FMS case (except for, e.g., [7] ), NPD focuses on performance measures considered in scheduling theory of job shops and flow shops, such as the minimizations of functions which depend on due dates and completion times. In 1141, Seidman and Holloway analyze the stability of "pull" production control methods for systems with significant setups; they show that by selecting appropriately the buffer parameters, signal Kanban policies and pattem production policies will be stable subject to a capacity constraint and a limit on the burstiness of total demand. In [14] , a set of A{ machines are working in parallel to serve a set of N buffers with a common input stream to a specific queue. This approach is different from the analysis considered in this paper from the perspective that first, the policies of pull production systems are based on response to demand whereas in our case, the policies are based on current buffer levels and hence are supply driven. Second, the stability analysis in [14] looks for bounds on the queue of backorders, or that the queue will eventually be empty and remains in that condition, while the stability analysis in this paper focuses on ultimate bounds on the buffer levels.
Resource allocation problems can often be formulated as optimization problems with a constraint on the amount of resources that are available and a cost function to be minimized (e.g., the processor resource is allocated so that a pattem of buffer servicing occurs that maximizes throughput and minimizes wait-times). This leads to an ability to formulate and solve a wide range of problems [15] , including ones where resources are continuously and proportionately allocated across tasks. It also makes it possible to study a wide range of applications in addition to manufacturing systems such as in computing systems [ 161, sensor management, and biology. For instance, in [17] and [18] a multiple receiver and multiple "emitter" problem is modeled as a sensor resource allocation problem (a type of sensor management problem), where several methods are proposed for the design of optimal "dynamic scan schedulers" to coordinate the pointing of multiple receivers to find emitters. Also, in [19] it is explained how biological "attentional" systems can be modeled as resource allocation problems. The results of this paper apply to each of these application areas.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section, U, we introduce some features of asynchronous resource allocation strategies. Section III presents the cooperative resource allocation strategies. In Section IV we provide our main result which is the stability (boundedness) of the buffer levels when the strategies defined in Section III are used. Section V carries out a comparative analysis between cooperative and noncooperative strategies. Section VI provides some concluding remarks and future directions.
ASYNCHRONOUS COOPERATIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION

A. Preliminaries
Suppose that the number of task types N is fixed, that we number them, and denote the set of task types as P = {1,2,. . . , N}. Let pi, i E P denote the arrival rate of task type i to its respective buffer i. Let t denote time. Let zi(t), i E P, t 2 0 denote the size of the buffer level holding task type i and assume that there are sensors that provide the value of these levels whenever a processor requests it.
There is a time delay that represents the amount of time that it takes for the processor to switch from processing task type i to another task type j , j # i. We will call this type of delay 6i,j > 0 and assume it is a random but bounded delay with bound 3.
Let l/ai represent the "rate" at which processor processes task type i E P. What is the effect of the ai and pi parameters on the buffer level once a processor is processing task types from it? It can be shown that when a processor s k t s processing tasks from the it* buffer, the buffer level decreases at a rate w. Hence, it is clear that a necessary condition for stab& is that 0 < aipi < 1,Vi E P. Moreover, this necessary condition indicates how fast processing of buffer levels can occur depending on the set of values of ai, pi. We assume that the number of processors is constant, we number them, and denote the set of processors as Q = {1,2,. . . , A f } where N z Ad.
-
We define the set U ( t ) c P as the set of ("'unattended) task types not processed by any processor at the current time t while the set U,"(t) = { i ; ( t ) } U U ( t ) is the set of task types that can be considered for processing by processor j, j E Q.
Here, i ; ( t ) is the task type being processed by processor j at time t. Define A ( t ) as the set of task types processed by the group of d l processors at the current time t; hence Now, what is the "capacity" [l] to do work for this case?
Clearly it is necessary that
and this serves as a "capacity condition." How can we interpret Equation (l)? First, the capacity condition of our system is the sum of all the individual processor's capacity conditions in [l] . Second, the advantage of'having A1 processors working together is reflected in the capacity condition of each of them since the work to be done in order to process all task types is reduced by the number of processors. Can we prove that all resource allocation strategies are stable given this new capacity condition? No. However, our goal is to obtain the least reshictive conditions by trying to get p as close as possible to Ad for a few strategies.
B. Asynchronous Decision Making
In this section we will explain how asynchronous decision making is accomplished. Define a processor j " E Q that holds the set U ( t ) . We assume that whenever a processor e E Q where e # j' (if e = j " there is no need for a request) finishes processing a task type at time tf such that z, ; (tf) = 0 (i.e., the instant the buffer is emptied), it broadcasts a request for the set U ( t ) to all the processors.
Let the amount of time it takes to broadcast the request and receive U ( t ) be 6, > 0 which is random, but bounded by a constant & > 0. In the time interval [tf,tf + 6,] that processor e waits for the,unattended set it continues to process task type i; so ~; ( t ) = 0,t E [tf,tf +&I. The instant that processor e gets U ( t ) (and the "request queue" defined below), it becomes processor jus it samples the buffer levels. puts task type ii on V ( t ) , decides which task type to process next, and takes it off U ( t ) . So, at time tf + dC the unattended set is again available for another processor to request.
Since two or more processors could request the set U ( t ) at the same time, we need to use a mutual exclusion algorithm which coordinates the access of all processors to the set U ( t ) in such a way that this set can be accessed and updated by only one processor at a time. Assume processor j " has a "request queue." There are certain ways'of creating that queue, and one possibility is to use the policy first in-first out (FIFO), and another one is simply to use a predefined order (e.g.. requests made f " processor 1 up to processor A i ) .
Thus, if processor j " has already built a queue and updated the set U ( t ) , it proceeds to send both U ( t ) and the request queue to the processor located at the head of the queue when it transmits it. The processor that receives both U ( t ) and the request queue updates the set U ( t ) and passes this U ( t ) along with the queue to the new processor at the bead of the queue, and this process is repeated until the queue becomes empty. Note that we have described the case where both the set U ( t ) and the request queue are passed along the network and they are held by the processor that requested this information: it is clear for this case that a "tracking" mechanism is needed to know the current processor that holds this information, unless broadcast type requests are made as we assume here.
However, another scenario can be studied as well, where processor j " always holds both the set U ( t ) and the request queue, and whenever a processor e E Q, e # ju, requests the set U ( t ) held by the processor j", it modifies it with the new unattended task types, and sends it back to the processor ju.
Regardless of the strategy used to share U ( t ) , here the key point will be that it is shared over an asynchronous network where random but bounded delays can be incurred.
Let kj, k j = 0,1,. . . , denote the index of the sequence of times that processor j makes allocation decisions. Let Dkl be the time when processor j E &, decides to process task type i;(kj), and assume that at the initial time Dk, = 0. Let Dk,+l be the next decision time for processor j which is when it completes the processing of task type i ; ( k j ) and gets the unattended set.
COOPERATIVE RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGIES
Next, we introduce the resource allocation strategies that we study in the remainder of the paper.
Processing A t Task Qpes with the Largest Buffer Love1
This strategy is a generalization of the one for the Ad = 1 case in [l] . For it, at time kj the resource allocation strategy on each processor j chooses to process task type i; ( k j ) , such that zi;(kj)(Dk?) 2 ~i~( D k > ) , V i j E U;(Dkj)
and processes it until it finishes the tasks in the buffer (which will only take a finite amount of time) when it sends a request for V ( t ) and continues processing unti! it receives U ( t ) (keeping zi;(t') = 0 for Dkj+l -6, 5 t 5 D k i + d .
Note that when a processor j finishes processing a task type i;(kj -1) it chooses a new task type i f ( k i ) from the largest buffer level contained in the set U,"(Dk,) and, then replaces it with i;(kj -1) to form U ( D , j ) . If there is more than one maximizer for any processor at any time, then the resource allocation strategy will simply choose one of these at random represents how decisions are made over a range of Ad times, not just one time as it is in the Ad = 1 case. Since there can be many more decisions made by one processor than another it could be that Dk, -D k j , 00 as kj + 00 and kj' -+ 00, j # j ' . Note that although the processors could complete processing of their respective task types at the same time, their decisions will occur at different times since the processors will make choices depending on the queue held by processor j' so that they will pick different buffers to process due to the use of the mutual exclusion algorithm.
Processing AI Task Dpes with Buffer Levels Greater or Equal to the Average One
This strategy is also a generalization of [l] . For it, at time kl the resource allocation strategy on each processor j chooses to process task type i ; ( k J ) such that and process it as from the above policy until it receives U ( t )
so it can make another decision. Similar additional comments made for the last policy hold here also.
Processing Ad Task Dpes Expected to Be Most Diflculf lo Process
This strategy is taken from [19] , which was inspGed by the work done in [l] . Assume that at each k j each processor j chooses to process task type i ; ( k j ) at time Dk, if where wzj > 0 are weighting factors. This strategy estimates the length of time that elapses from the time that the peak occurs, until the buffer level currently processed is brought to zero for the lirst time. The weighting factors wt, can be chosen to force the processor to process some task types more than others.
IV. MAIN RESULT
In this section we present our main result, which is based on the stability of the implementation of the strategies defined in Equations (2) and (3). Stability can also be achieved if Equation (4) is used.
Theorem: Assume that 0 < a,p, < 1, Vz E P and indicates that the multiprocessor system could work at its maximum capacity. On the other hand. if ?f@ # ap then in a sense, the capacity of the system is decreased. Why? Note that if the workloads are not all equal then when a processor is processing a task type with a high workload it will take a considerable amount of time to complete processing that buffer. Therefore, this processor will not be able to process other task types for a while (it is as if it were not helping) and the rest of processors have to process the remaining buffers. Notice that this slows down the overall processing rate and the processing capacity of the system is reduced.
= mini{ai}, and E = 1nax;{ui}. of processors does not coordinate their choices, then for a variety of scheduling strategies they will choose the same task type to process all the time, and suppose this is possible (e.g.. two machines processing parts from one buffer). Due to the lack of communications and hence coordinated decision making we name such strategies "noncooperative." In this section we want to make a comparison between these noncooperative strategies and the cooperative strategies discussed in this paper to clarify when a cooperative strategy might be superior.
For our noncooperative strategies we simply use the "clear a fraction" policy from [I] but with A l processors so they will all simultaneously process one of N buffers. It is known from [l] that the capacity condition is given by
We seek to determine if the cooperative strategies are superior to noncooperative ones. In particular, are cooperative strategies superior to noncooperative ones for all processing and arrival rates (i.e., for all ai and pi)? In addition to that, we would l i e to answer the following questions: Is it possible, and if so in what cases, that the cooperative strategies perform better than the noncooperative ones? Can the noncooperative strategy perform better than the cooperative one? When? 
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In order to compare both cooperative and noncooperative strategies we must have the conditions that were defined for stability satisfied, i.e., 0 < sip; < 1, T, = 0.0001 sec., the length of the simulation is 5 sec., the number of simulations to run is 300 (we verified that this is a sufficient number), the values of 0 < aipi < 1 are randomly generated for every simulation, the values of the arrival rate (0 < pi < 10) are randoml generated also, and for every simulation the equation E,=, aipi < Al(1 -iip + ap) is forced to be satisfied (randomly generated cases wherethey are not are rejected). Furthermore, there are N = 4 task types, A l = 2 processors, the switching times for processors 1 and 2 are 6:,j = d t = 0.01 sec., and we do not consider network delays so, 6, 3 0. The range of workload generated randomly for every processor, 0 < a,pi < ,0.6, was relatively large: hence we consider this set of cases to be a test for performance for a highly loaded processor case. this case the averages of the performance measures of the cooperative case are again better than the noncooperative ones. In fact, the cooperative case performed better in 299 out of 300 cases. These simulations confirm that in the lightly loaded case the advantages realized by the noncooperative strategy aver the cooperative one can be lost. This is because in this case the cooperative strategy better distributes processing resources to minimize wasteful delays due to setup times. In the highly loaded case such benefits are not found as often since all the processors are busy.
A. Discuwwn: Ideas for Cooperative Strategy Design
We have the intuition that there may be cases where a combination of the cooperative and the noncooperative resource allocation strategies could maximize the throughput and minimize wait-times and it would be interesting to derive stability propemes for this scenario. The idea behind this combination of strategies is that every time that a processor needs to choose a new buffer level to process, it needs to compute how long it will take to^ clear the buffer to be chosen in such a way that it may end up either helping to process a buffer level that is already being processed by another processor, or choosing a new buffer contained in the set U ( t ) . This choice could be based on selecting the longest time to process a buffer no matter whether or not this buffer is already being processed by any other processor. A combined strategy could provide the benefits of the cooperative strategy we study here with potential benefits of simultaneous processing of a buffer (which can indeed be thought of a special type of cooperation that does not rely on direct communications).
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have derived stability conditions for network-based cooperative resource allocation strategies. Moreover, we have obtained some design guidelines for cooperative schedulers via Monte Carlo simulations. First, a group of highly loaded processors that work in a noncooperative way can in some cases produce better performance measures than processors that work cooperatively. Second, when processors are lightly loaded cooperative strategies can often produce better performance measures than noncooperative ones. Finally, notice that in this paper cooperative and noncooperative strategies refer to processors being connected or not connected to a communication network. It would be interesting to study the possibility of obtaining lower hounds on the buffer levels when both resource allocation strategies, cooperative and noncooperative, are combined as it was mentioned at the end of Section V.
